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DTP INSTRUCTIONS
for use of CD/DVD/Cassette Artwork Specifications
We can accept the following Digital files for Paper Parts and CD Label Art.
Quark Express 4.11
Pagemaker 6.5
Illustrator 9.02
Freehand 8.0
Photoshop 6.0
Corel Draw 9.0
We do not accept Publisher or Word files.
Keep your artwork design exactly to our DTP Specifications. If you already have our specifications, be sure to check with us to confirm
you have the correct version. The current versions can always be downloaded from our website at www.waduplication.com.au. All of
your artwork files are to be supplied with a composite colour laser or inkjet printout.
*
*

All fonts, both screen and printer fonts must be supplied.
All EPS and TIFF files must be supplied. Colour scans must be CMYK TIFF or EPS - NO JPEG images.

Paper parts (booklet, rear inlays, wallets, cassette jackets, etc..)
*
Artwork must be setup at a resolution of 300 dpi (including all linked images) and have a 2.5mm bleed on edges.
*
Cropmarks and imposition page descriptions or page numbers must be visible. ie. You must specify Front Cover,
Back Cover, all page numbers etc.
*
CD 2 page to 6 page documents must include back inserts as imposed on the DTP Specifications. Back Inserts
must be on a separate page for 8 page and upwards.
CD/DVD on-disc printing
*
Keyline and guidelines must be deleted and artwork must not have bleed.
*
Ensure there is no print on the stacking ring
*
Separations must be identified with CMYK or specific Pantone Spot Colours.
*
Film Specs: CD/DVD Artwork is positive film, right reading, emulsion up, 133 line screen.
Registration marks must appear on all separations (top, bottom & sides 25mm from the artwork)
For a white base, a separate white wash film is required.
*
4 Colour Process screen angles: Yellow @ 90`, Cyan @ 75`, Magenta @ 45`, Black @ 105`
*
Dot density Range for any separation, 15% - 100%. Type of dots: Elliptical.
*
Proof Type: Chemical or Digital
*
With CMYK picture discs, a separate white was film is essential.
*
Text that is solid (100%) should have a minimum 0.3 letter spacing (tracking) and be no smaller than 5 point (5 point type),
reversed text should be no smaller than 6 point (eg: 6 point).
All text that is other than 100% or CMYK should no smaller than 8 point. These text sizes are based on Helvetica Regular.
*
Minimum line width should be no less than 0.2mm, and no less than 0.3mm reversed.
All work is completed in accordance with our specifications and terms of trade.
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